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A fascinating look at the history and development of the revolver.Highly detailed and

informative, Percussion Revolvers explores the advent, development, and use of precartridge

revolvers during the middle years of the nineteenth century. The percussion revolver emerged

in the 1830s and remained state-of-the-art until metallic cartridge revolvers came into common

use in the mid-1870s. Through the use of modern replicas, shooting enthusiasts Mike

Cumpston and Johnny Bates investigate the capacities and limitations of the original revolvers,

providing insight into their accuracy, utility, and ballistic performance.Chapters

include:Replicas: The Good, the Bad, and the AwfulEarly Revolvers, 1836–47: The Paterson

and the Walker ColtsThe DragoonsColt Revolvers of Midcentury: The Pocket and Navy

ModelsHolsters, Belts, and SashesThe Later Years: The Last of the Colt Percussion DesignsA

Hail of Lead: The Confederate LeMatBates and Cumpston discuss the development of the

precartridge arms, placing them in their proper historic context. They also take a look at

modern replicas, including detailed information on selection, maintenance, and shooting, while

delving into both the positive and negative realities that can be encountered when using these

firearms.A valuable reference for students, fiction writers, and active shooters, Percussion

Revolvers is an in-depth and comprehensive exploration of caplock handguns and their

modern replicas.
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flintlock firearms, Samuel Colt’s revolving arms became the first practical repeaters. The

earliest revolvers came into being in the production modalities of the Iron Age, and then drove

the development of assembly line mass production interchangeable parts and the use of power

machinery that would define the industries of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The

manufactories of Colt and Eli Whitney Jr. gave rise to the role of skilled and semiskilled labor

within the assembly line environment. The revolver was a key artifact in this defining era of

history, contributing to the spread of Western culture and practically demonstrating democracy.

It granted personal empowerment at a time when, while the individual was the common

denominator in the social contract, reality was that free people often had to take up arms to

assert that ideal. The “Gun Culture” that arose with the coming of the first revolvers frustrated

the social planners and Utopians. Now, a century and a half later and fifty years beyond the

Civil War centennial that brought them back into the public consciousness, the original guns

and their replicas remain popular among collectors, shooters, and students of history.Samuel

Colt developed his first percussion revolvers in the early 1830s and began producing them in

1836. Dynamic development continued into the 1860s, and the revolvers stayed in general use

until the middle 1870s with the widespread availability of metallic cartridge revolvers. In

examining the percussion revolvers within their historical context, it is useful to divide this short

era into three convenient segments.The Early Period extends from 1836 until 1848, with the

Paterson and Walker revolvers representing the bulk of development. During this time, the Colt

patents covered several essentials of the revolving handguns and long arms. Early examples of

both developed at the same rate.Between 1849 and 1855 was a realistic Middle Period, where

the basic and simplified single-action mechanism came to full development. Colt had

distributed his revolvers across the Western world and much of the Orient and Africa. Some of

the European patents had expired, and competing companies entered their own revolver

designs. A flirtation with self-contained metallic cartridges began with the development of the

Lefaucheux Pin Fire revolvers.In the Later Period, from the late 1850s through the 1860s,

Colt’s American patent extension no longer afforded even a domestic monopoly. Consequently,

innovations such as the double-action revolvers, already popular in England and the European

continent, came into full development, and competitive designs appeared on both sides of the

Atlantic. Long arms had advanced beyond the evolution of the revolver, and practical metallic

cartridge arms were coming into use. Revolver development was at a temporary standstill

because Smith & Wesson owned the Rollin White patent to the through-bored cylinder and had

an effective monopoly on breechloading cartridge revolvers. In the late 1850s, Smith & Wesson

began producing small-caliber pocket revolvers chambered for the .22 and .32 rimfire

cartridges, but they did not develop full-sized metallic cartridge revolvers until the end of the

1860s.While revolver developers awaited the expiration of the Rollin White patent, percussion

revolvers benefited from developments in the mass production of steel of consistent, controlled

quality. The latter Colts were stronger and lighter than those made from the earlier processes,

and designs by Remington, Adams, LeMat, and others benefited as well.So, within this rough

chronology, we examine the revolvers with particular attention to those available as modern

replicas, shooting characteristics, routine maintenance, and such modifications as were

applied to the originals in keeping with the practice and technologies of the times. Load

selection and methodology are consistent with historical practices, with performance data

extracted from shooting modern blackpowder, the substitutes, and currently available

components. We explore availability of the spare parts and after-sale support necessary to

keep the modern replicas up and running. Diverging from our primary interest in the designs

and practices of the 19th Century, we also examine recent innovations in percussion revolvers



and evolving shooting modalities.The historic vignettes deal with the actual use of the arms

within their historical framework. We present the stories and legends with the assumption that

they are true. Of course, we do so with the full understanding that many of them are no more

than the oft-repeated pronouncements of would-be experts, gun industry hucksterism, and

journalistic flapdoodle. In other words, our stories are the constituent ingredients of history

books, modern news reports, and politicians’ autobiographies. Strict historical accuracy is

illusive. In studying the available literature, we encounter many variations and contradictions.

On rare occasions, direct observation casts doubt upon the literal truth of written history. Climb

the Enchanted Rock in central Texas, and you will find no crevasse or redoubt where Jack

Hays might have taken refuge to pick off advancing Comanches. The top of the dome is a

moonscape that would hardly conceal a rabbit. Hays either took his stand out in the open or

encountered his adversaries on the boulder-strewn fringes of the Medicine Rock.Some of the

contradictions arose contemporary with the events, and others suffered the morphology of

history, repetition, and Hollywood. Did Hickok make Dave Tutt famous with an 1851 Navy, or

did he, instead, scrag him with a USMR Dragoon? Was the actual distance of the shot 75yd. as

commemorated by plaques in the Springfield, Missouri, town square, or was it 50 or even 80yd.

as given in some accounts? Did Wild Bill go town-taming in Abilene with the Navy, or was it a

model 1860 Army revolver? In his last days in Deadwood, was he carrying a presentation

Navy, or was it a version of the revolver converted to fire metallic cartridges? Those variations

(and many others) abide in the Gospel of Gundom. When multiple accounts of the same

incident compete, we strive to pick the best-documented version. Absent those criteria, we

chose the version that is most consistent with history as we would like it to have been.Chapter

1Prelude and TimelineThe desirability of a handheld arm capable of repeat fire was recognized

early in the history of firearms. Some fairly ingenious designs emerged during the early 17th

Century, and some even approached practicality by the later years of the flintlock ignition era.

Nothing was new under the sun, and it was not surprising that the revolving cylinder concept,

and even a percussion revolver, came well before Samuel Colt’s 1836 patent. Problems that

prevented these early weapons from achieving mass distribution included difficulty in producing

the intricate mechanisms with available manufacturing technology as well as the rather nasty

nature of black gunpowder.The Mortimer magazine pistol was a very well-engineered example

of 18th Century firearm technology. It used a lever-actuated, multi-chambered rotor to feed ball

and powder from magazines located in the pistol grip into a locked firing position at the rear of

the barrel. When everything was clean and in good adjustment, it worked fine. When major

structures failed to contain and direct the ignited powder, the outcome was not good. A

considerable powder reservoir encircled by the shooter’s hand, inadvertently ignited, lent a new

meaning to the term “offhand shooting.”In 1818, with percussion ignition in the final stages of

practical development, Elisha Collier obtained a London patent for a flintlock revolver. This was

a functional design and several hundred of them made it into production. An unknown number

were converted to percussion, and, had Collier not moved on to other projects, Samuel Colt

might never have become a motivating force in the late Industrial Age.Industrialization

proceeded at a rapid pace during the 19th Century. Revolvers that seemed the final expression

of personal weaponry one year might be obsolescent by the next. Novelists and screenwriters

are notorious for placing firearms and other artifacts in the wrong historical milieu. Nothing

destroys the audience’s ability to suspend disbelief more thoroughly than seeing a returning

Civil War veteran wearing a Colt Peacemaker with a Model 1892 Winchester in his saddle

scabbard. With this in mind, a brief synopsis of the material and cultural events of the

percussion era is in order. We present our timeline as a general chronology of the period with



the hope that it might encourage those who deal with historic themes to exercise care when

incorporating firearms in their work.1821–22Venezuela, Peru, and Mexico declare

independence from Spain. William Becknell opens the Santa Fe Trail.1824–25Beethoven

composes Symphony #9. First railroad operates in England.1825–26James Fennimore Cooper

publishes The Last of the Mohicans. Photography is invented.1829–30Mexico abolishes

slavery. France annexes Algeria. Last execution of the Spanish Inquisition occurs.1830Oregon

Territory Settlement Society1831–32Nat Turner leads slave rebellion in Virginia. France forms

the Foreign Legion to police colonial possessions. The British upper-middle classes gain the

vote. Socialism arises in England and France.1833–34Bent’s Old Fort is established on

Arkansas River. Slavery is abolished in British Empire. Spanish Inquisition ends. British and

Bantus go to war in the Cape Colony.1835–36Texas declares independence from Mexico, and

the Alamo falls. Colt patents and manufactures the first revolver (Paterson). Allen and Thurber

multibarrel revolver (pepper box) is patented.1837–40Victoria becomes queen of England.

Samuel Morse develops the telegraph. Charles Dickens writes Oliver Twist. Bicycle is invented.

Chopin composes his waltzes and mazurkas.1841First emigrant train to California and

Oregon1842–43Boers set up the Orange Free State. US-Canadian Border is ratified. Edgar

Allen Poe writes Murders in the Rue Morgue. Britain, France, and the U.S. replace their military

smoothbore flintlocks with percussion pistols and carbines. John Deere plow is

introduced.1842–44First (British) propeller-driven ship crosses the Atlantic. The British conquer

the Sindh region in India and declare Natal a crown colony. Charles Dickens writes A

Christmas Carol. Charles Goodyear invents vulcanization to produce flexible rubber.1845–

46British defeat the Sikhs in India. Texas becomes the twenty-eighth state. The U.S. declares

war on Mexico and annexes New Mexico. Edgar Allen Poe writes The Raven.1847–50The

Walker Colt, Colt Dragoon, Colt Pocket, and Navy Revolvers are developed. The U.S. captures

Mexico City. Mexico cedes Texas, New Mexico, and California to the U.S. Charles Dickens

writes David Copperfield. Karl Marx writes The Communist Manifesto.1851–52Crystal Palace

Exposition in London displays British industry and Colt revolvers. Adams Revolver is patented.

Louis Napoleon abolishes French constitution. Herman Melville writes Moby Dick, and Harriet

Beecher Stowe writes Uncle Tom’s Cabin.1853–56Crimean War is fought. Tennyson writes The

Charge of the Light Brigade. The Republican Party forms in the U.S. Admiral Perry opens

Japan to Western commerce. LeMat Revolver is patented. Bessimer steel mass-production

process develops simultaneously in Britain and America. Bloody Kansas occurs—guerilla

warfare among pro- and anti-slavery factions in Missouri and Kansas. The French Lefaucheux

1854 pinfire cartridge revolver develops and sees later use in the American Civil War.1857–

60E. G. Otis develops the safety elevator. Sepoy Revolt occurs in India, Garibaldi unites Italy.

Richard Francis Burton discovers Lake Tanganyika. Dickens writes A Tale of Two Cities. The

first practical storage batteries and internal combustion engines are developed. Colt develops

the New Belt Revolver of Army Caliber. Remington acquires the Beals patent and

manufacturers a closed-frame revolver. Smith & Wesson introduces a .22 rimfire cartridge

revolver. Oliver Winchester and B. Tyler Henry develop the first successful lever-action metallic

cartridge rifle. First Intercontinental Stagecoach begins route from Missouri to California.1861–

65American Civil War1861–62Russian serfs are emancipated. Herbert Spencer writes First

Principles. Gatling gun is invented. Colt develops the last of his percussion revolver

designs.1863–64Leo Tolstoy writes War and Peace. Pope Pius IX condemns Liberalism,

Socialism, and Rationalism.1865–66American slavery is abolished. War occurs between Boers

and Basutos in the Orange Free State. Lewis Carol writes Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.

Franz Schubert’s The Unfinished Symphony is performed for the first time posthumously. The



transatlantic telegraph cable is laid. Alfred Nobel invents dynamite.1867–69David Livingston

explores the Congo. Garibaldi is defeated in Rome. Johann Strauss writes The Blue Danube

Waltz. The transcontinental railroad is completed. Karl Marx writes Das Kapital, Volume 1.

Smith & Wesson introduces a hinge-framed .44 caliber metallic cartridge revolver. Jules Verne

writes 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.1870–71The Franco-Prussian War begins. John D.

Rockefeller founds Standard Oil. The Rollin White patent expires. Colt introduces the open top

cartridge revolver. Henry Stanley finds David Livingston in Africa. The German states unite as

an empire. The first Communist government rules Paris for two months. Charles Darwin writes

The Descent of Man. The State of Texas outlaws the general carry of handguns in the settled

counties.1872Dodge City, Kansas, is founded.1873–75E. Remington manufactures typewriters.

The first color photographs are developed. British and Ashanti fight in East Africa. Colt

develops the Single-Action Army revolver in .45 Centerfire caliber. Johannes Brahms

composes his Hungarian Dances.Remington replaces its percussion revolver with a metallic

cartridge arm.Collier Flintlock Revolver (1818)* * *Chapter 2Replicas: The Good, the Bad, and

the AwfulMany original caplock pistols and revolvers existed but were not valued as collectibles

in the early years of the 20th Century. Shooters used them routinely, and the supply was more

than adequate to meet the needs of enthusiasts.The real boom in blackpowder revolver

shooting arose in the 1950s as the U.S. prepared to celebrate the centennial of the Civil War.

By this time, collectors were scooping up the 19th Century arms, and it became too expensive

to shoot them. American businessmen contracted with European manufacturers to produce

affordable copies of the most significant arms of the middle 19th Century. This relationship

continues even now with the major producers of replica revolvers located in the Gardonne

Valley, Brecia, Italy. Early entrepreneurs like Val Forgett of Navy Arms and Turner Kirkland of

Dixie Gun Works were true enthusiasts, and they cast a broad net among the European

manufacturers to produce a wide sampling of caplock arms. The outcome resembles the early

globalization network pioneered by Colt and the Beuregard-Lemat concerns. Like the early

collusion, the outcome was very different and much less salubrious than anticipated.Firearms

publications, closely aligned with the industry, reported that the replica revolvers were much

stronger and of higher quality than the originals. There was some truth in the former assertion.

The original Walkers and the fluted cylinder 1860 Army revolvers were prone to blow up with

full charges of blackpowder. This did not occur with the replicas unless somebody loaded them

with smokeless powder. The metal used in the replicas, soft though it was, had greater tensile

strength than the original material.If the claim had any merit that the Italian revolvers

possessed better overall mechanical quality than the originals, revolvers would never have

come into general use in the previous century. The first replicas and many of those in the

current marketplace were, and are, plagued with indifferent or absent quality control and

manufacturing standards. Inconsistent tolerances, poorly fitted actions and brittle springs, and

action parts made for expensive paperweights rather than shootable firearms. It is not unusual

to find original Colt and Remington revolvers still fully functional after a century and a half, and

it is equally common to encounter Italian replicas that are nonfunctional at the onset or break

down after firing a few shots.By and large, the owners, staff, and management of the replica

factories are not shooters or “gun people.” Even with recent improvements, the shooter often

has to fine-tune the product. Importers complain of poor response to gun orders and

unavailable spare parts for repair. Shooters learn by experience or word-of-mouth about the

unreported negative factors in the industry-driven periodicals and books on

muzzleloading.Fortunately, a sea change is now underway, and we hope that current

improvements in the industry reflect a long-term trend. The Aldo Uberti Company emerged at



the apex of the replica industry and then played an essential part in producing caplock

revolvers under the Colt Firearms banner. The bulk of these guns were well-engineered and

finished to high standards of function and metallurgical integrity. The Uberti revolvers imported

by the Replica Arms, Allen Firearms Company and their contemporary heir, Cimarron Arms,

were of the same high quality. Mike Harvey, the CEO of Cimarron Arms Company, has

continued this tradition, adding much to the authenticity of current replicas and setting a

revolutionary standard of quality control. Since acquisition of Uberti by the owners of P. Beretta,

Uberti products seem to be of consistently high quality regardless of the distributor. This does

not mean that every individual revolver will be functional from the box. Minor issues of fitting

and assembly can usually be handled by the buyer—often without resort to the spare parts

box. Revolvers with serious misalignment of the major components should be sent back to the

point of origin for exchange.At this time, the major players in the replica revolver field are the

Aldo Uberti Company in Italy and a handful of American distributors. We have had excellent

service from Cimarron Arms Company and Texas Jacks of Fredericksburg, Texas; Midway

Arms; Cabela’s; Dixie Gun Works in Union City, Tennessee; Navy Arms Company in

Martinsburg, West Virginia; and Uberti USA. Cimarron Arms and VTI Gun Parts keep a

comprehensive supply of high-quality, metallurgically sound spare parts that are readily

available by mail-order or Internet store. The Pietta Company, located in the Gardone Valley, is

a high-volume, worldwide distributor of percussion revolvers. The company has recently

upgraded its production lines with Computer Numeric Control (CNC) machinery. Recent buyers

are expressing a much higher degree of satisfaction with Pietta quality than has ever been the

case in the past. In early 2013, they supplied cartridge revolvers to the discerning Cimarron

Arms company. The Smith Carbine, LeMats and a 2006 vintage Remington Pocket Revolver

from Pietta that we have handled have been of excellent quality. Dixie Gun Works, Cabela’s,

and Midway arms are major Pietta (and Uberti) distributors. All have an extremely customer-

friendly exchange program and will make good on any revolvers that emerge defective from the

wrapper. Cimarron Arms actually inspects the Uberti imports before sending them to the

customer.Euroarms, a producer of quality Civil War era replica long arms, has acquired the

Armi San Paulo factory and produces replicas of the Colt and Remington Civil War era

revolvers. Users of those arms report excellent results, but these revolvers, compared to Pietta

and Uberti products, are difficult to find in the U.S. Our single experience is with the Euroarms

Rogers and Spencer revolver, and we found it to be fully equal to the best efforts of the major

brands. (For distributors of guns and parts, see Chapter 14, Rogers and Spencer.)Many

replicas find their niche in the percussion revolver world as nonfiring decorations.

Unfortunately, even the worst are quite expensive. Otherwise their owners could use them as

bait, leaving them out in plain sight so that burglars would make off with them without bothering

to look for the good stuff. Most customer reviews of these reproductions conclude that the

manufacturer should be consigned to the lowest epicycle of perdition and issued a pick and

shovel. However, it is possible to find rave reviews of revolvers from companies other than

Uberti, Pietta, and Euroarms, but they almost invariably end with “. . . ‘n someday I am gon-uh

take it out ‘n SHOOT IT!” Palmetto of Italy made somewhat authentic pistols and revolver

replicas that were not available from other sources. Some owners find them suitable for display

purposes. After 2007, their Internet address became invalid, and they had mercifully

disappeared from the Dixie Gunworks catalog.Also more suitable for display than shooting are

the brass-framed replica revolvers, which tend toward frame stretching and quickly deteriorate

under normal use. This observation about brass-framed revolvers is by no means universally

accepted. Some owners shoot them with light charges and report good service life. Bates



began his percussion career with a brass Navy that he used to kill West Texas jackrabbits. He

shot it loose, tightened it up by screwing in the arbor, and then shot it loose two more times

before retiring it. He currently has two brass ersatz Navy .44s, one of which has remained tight

through a moderate amount of shooting and the other so stretched out that it will not reliably

set off the percussion caps.The potential buyer with more than occasional shooting in mind

should confirm the availability of spare parts if he wishes to keep these replicas in long-term

service. A test order to several sources is a much more reliable indicator than a call or e-mail to

the company of origin. Even the best of the replica caplocks require a great deal more

maintenance than modern handguns. The industry publications gush on about the joys of

shooting blackpowder but fail to mention that the shooter must become something of a

gunsmith-in-training. Nevertheless, with careful attention to selecting arms, the modern

enthusiast can expect to spend more time shooting the replicas than keeping them in

repair.MAIL-ORDERReplica arms are not considered firearms under federal law and, unlike

their modern counterparts, travel relatively freely through the mail and by common carrier.

Examining the revolvers prior to purchase is the surest way to avoid quality issues and the

inconvenience of exchange, but the enthusiast learns quickly that he will usually have to resort

to long-distance shopping to pursue his hobby. Most of the above concerns have reliable

Internet stores, and Midway actually has the availability status on-site. In most cases though, it

is advisable to order the guns or critical parts by telephone. A back order to a European factory

may take two months to fill—or the company may never fill the order. It all depends on the

priorities of the manufacturer. A telephone contact should reveal whether a product is actually

in stock at the local distributor.Chapter 3Managing Caplock Revolvers and Their

LoadsSometime in the 1850s, Colt produced a single-page instruction flier that concisely

described the loading and handling drill of his revolvers. The instructions applied across the

board to other revolvers of the period:1. Place the revolver on half-cock to allow the cylinder to

turn.2. Fill the chambers with powder.3. Seat a bullet without wadding or patch into the

chamber and ram it in with the seating lever.4. Place caps on the “tubes.”5. Lower the hammer

to rest on one of the pins located on the cylinder between the tubes.That is it. There was no

mention of covering the balls or bullets with grease to prevent cross firing or to keep fouling

soft. There was no hint that the user might wish to find an accuracy load by varying the powder

charge and employing Cream of Wheat as inert space filler. The only mention of placing a felt

wad between ball and powder was the injunction not to do so.So loaded, the immaculately

clean revolver, free of fouling or lubricant within the chambers and loaded with a properly

sealing projectile, should fire with perfect reliability. With proper handling to prevent hang-ups

from cap fragments, it should fire each chamber in turn until empty and land each of its

projectiles within the span of a closed fist at 75ft. In practice, the shooter accustomed to the

workings of modern firearms and well acquainted with the Ten Commandments of Firearms

Safety finds himself in much the same situation as the archeologist scratching around Mount

Horeb. He stubs his toe on a tablet engraved with yet another Ten Commandments heretofore

unknown—more rules to follow with more dire consequences in store. The shooter’s task is to

bring reality as close to the graven ideal as possible. With deft handling and nerdish attention

to cleaning after each cylinder, both the Colt and Remington pattern revolvers will function

nearly flawlessly.STRATEGYAt the first shot, a number of things occur. Flame envelops the

revolver along with a considerable amount of vapor from the blackpowder or substitute

propellant. Fire crosses the chamber mouths and proceeds from the nipple to race around the

breech face. Surface lubricant blows away, replaced by thick, dry residue from the vaporized

powder, which builds up in the barrel, chamber, nipple recesses, and action parts as the



deposit becomes thicker with each shot. Moving parts begin to bind, and cap fragments stick to

the cylinder, hammer, and breech face.Early in the development stage, Colt found that rebating

the nipples or tubes within the standing breech provided a perfect channel for the flame

escaping from the back of the nipple. This allowed the flame to race around the enclosed back

of the cylinder, setting off any open chambers imperfectly sealed or lacking percussion caps.

Placing barriers between the caps and leaving them in the open did much to minimize this

problem, but the modern shooter still risks multiple discharge should a cap fall off during the

firing sequence.In the beginning (and to a lesser degree, still), it was common to encounter a

bullet or ball that was too small to adequately seal the loaded chambers. The envelope of fire

from one shot crossed to another chamber and caused a chain fire. In the case of the Walker

revolvers with their huge payload of powder and their primitive metallurgy, the revolvers

sometimes exploded. All of this was no doubt made worse by haphazard loading practices that

allowed powder from one chamber to come to rest on top of the bullet already seated in

another.The chronicles told that soldiers in the Mexican War quickly learned to put a small

amount of grease or tallow over each chamber mouth to kill the embers, but there was no

indication that anyone published this bit of information. Detailed pictures of loaded Civil War

era revolvers sometimes showed unlubricated bullets in the chambers. The public learned of it

by word-of-mouth, if at all. Clearly, sealing the chambers became a universal recommendation

to modern shooters. Some shooters of our acquaintance—notably Mike Gemind of West

Virginia—experimented with using carefully selected balls of adequate size and sealing

characteristics without any grease. We followed his example, and no chain discharges resulted.

Still, the shooter who has experienced a single chain firing is not anxious to repeat the

performance and generally uses over-ball grease as a precaution.Use of greased or treated felt

wads between the powder column and ball has historic precedent. In the early 20th Century,

Elmer Keith, a prolific gun writer and researcher, picked up the practice from old western

gunmen still living in Idaho and Montana. Some modern shooters prefer the practice because

the wads provide a less messy alternative and tend to reduce the amount of fouling

accumulation in the bore and other parts of the gun, whereas over-ball grease actually

encourages its accumulation. Keith said that he could load his .36 Navy with lubricated hard felt

wads cut from old hats, blow across the chamber after each six shots, and the barrel would

remain clean all day. Gatofeo, cited elsewhere in this volume, has concocted a period-correct

lubricant made primarily with blended mutton tallow and beeswax. Rigid revolver wads

impregnated with this lube prevent any significant fouling even after multiple cylinder loads.

This is equally true of the lubricated wads from Eastern Maine Shooters Supplies and available

from The Possible Shop.The need to fully seat and compress the projectile on top of the

powder charge leads shooters to search for lighter loads to use organic fillers and bring the ball

within reach of the loading stem. Cream of Wheat and similar breakfast foods receive frequent

mention. The longstanding conceit is that the most accurate loads are those with only enough

powder to send the ball into the target. We find little basis for this when many of our full loads

will group in the 1–3in. range at 50ft. to 25yd.Depending on the time of the original design, Colt

revolvers have between one and five pins located at the rear of the chamber to mate with a

notch in the hammer face and prevent the hammer from resting on a capped cone. The

Paterson and some of the new modern replicas lack this feature, but when present it

constitutes a perfectly adequate means of safely carrying the fully loaded revolver. The

Remington and some others have notches machined into the rear of the cylinder. These are

even more effective, as they are not prone to wear or breakage. The half-cock position of the

hammer is not a safety notch, and it is not safe to use it as one.Directly upon firing, the



percussion cap often expands into a flattened and irregular wafer of metal. When the shooter

draws back the hammer for the next shot, the cap either falls off or rotates with the cylinder into

a channel in the breech. Sometimes it wedges between the breech and cylinder and ties the

revolver up, which can simply lockup the action or throw the timing sequence out of kilter.At

other times the cap falls down inside of the action, either dropping through behind the trigger or

really locking up the works. Another variation has the cap fragment resting against the hammer

or inside the hammer cut in the frame. In this case, it acts as a hammer block and prevents

firing the next chamber. No perfect solution exists for these occurrences, but a multipart

strategy can help.Modern Cowboy action shooters sometimes place a short sleeve of plastic

tubing over the capped nipple, which was not available to period shooters and is outside the

realm of our discussion. A reasonable strategy for maximizing reliability of the revolver is the

best we can do:1. Before loading the chamber, remove all oil using alcohol, chemical

degreaser, and clean cloth. Degrease the nipple, and the nipple threads in the cylinder.2. Fire

one or more caps on each of the chambers. Run a nipple pick or straight pin through the nipple

to clear away fouling or paper from the percussion cap. Do this after every firing if absolute

perfect function is the goal.3. Fill the chambers with powder, leaving enough room to seat the

bullet or ball beneath the chamber opening. Place a moderate amount of grease over the bullet

—Crisco, automotive cup grease, or lubricating grease sold as a muzzleloading component.

Alternately, before seating the ball, place a properly sized wad made from felt or purchased

readily cut and chemically treated over the powder charge.4. Pinch percussion caps so that

they grip the nipples when applied. Seat them firmly. If using the hammer or a dowel to seat the

caps fully, be aware that the revolver may fire at any time.5. In cocking the revolver for

subsequent shots, revolvers with sufficient clearance between the back of the cylinder and the

frame work is best held at a downward angle to prevent the caps dislodging from the nipple.

This generally prevents all malfunctions with well-setup revolvers. For those with less

clearance, rotate the barrel straight up to allow the fractured cap to fly free at the initial cocking

motion. This “gunfighter’s flip” might help to dislodge caps that do not fall off on their own. All in

all, though, it is a less-than-satisfactory option.6. Before reloading the emptied revolver, remove

fouling from the hammer channel, the hammer, and from the nipples and their recesses.Having

the frame, hammer, and nipple area free of fouling buildup helps to minimize malfunctions due

to burst caps. It is also advisable to swab the bore after each chamber load, as fouling from

traditional blackpowder causes rapid deterioration in accuracy. We have found that a single

cylinderful of blackpowder loads will render the bore black and caked to the point that the rifling

is invisible. Whether or not over-ball grease has been used, the cake of residue is hard and

thick and requires multiple passes of the cleaning rod to get the bore completely clear.

Blackpowder loads using rigid felt under-wads and no grease over the ball keep the bore clean

for extended firing. Pyrodex and the other substitutes leave less fouling and is very easy to

remove from the bore.We find no consistent accuracy or velocity advantages among these

loading methods. The soft, commercial, wonder wads make field removal of barrel fouling

somewhat easier and seem to lessen or delay its accumulation. They are too fluffy to be as

effective as the wads from Eastern Maine Shooters Supplies. One of the LeMats recorded

lower velocities with the same components and charge with wonder wads added. The .36 Navy

recorded lower velocities with the wads using blackpowder but somewhat higher averages

when we used them with Pyrodex P. Switching to a .44 New Model Army, the situation reversed

itself. Point of impact remained the same with a given load whether or not there was a wad

between ball and powder. (See load tables in the 1861 Navy and Remington NMA

chapters.)Larger revolvers like the Dragoon, the Colt Navy and Army, and the LeMat tend to



handle cap fragments better than smaller revolvers. Original revolvers also had the upper edge

of the capping relief higher on the frame than some replicas do. Some shooters find enhanced

function when they modify their revolvers to reduce the initial travel of the cap through the

upper-right channel of the frame. As we will see in a later chapter, modification of the frame-to-

cylinder clearance can be beneficial to reliable function, particularly with the smaller arms.Even

with the best practices, action hang-ups occasionally occur. At these times, it is important to

diagnose the problem and correct it without attempting to force the action.LOAD

VARIATIONSOriginal period-correct loading procedures include loose powder loaded directly

from a measure or flask in combination with a bullet or ball cast from a mould. In the mid- to

late-1850s, a great deal of interest was in self-contained cartridges combining the bullet and

powder in a single package that could be rammed into the front of the chambers.The conical

bullets and the accessory moulds that produced them were in use by the time of the 1847–48

Mexican War. Thereafter, a commonly supplied revolver accessory was a brass mould with two

cavities. Some of the moulds issued during the 1847–48 Mexican War had as many as six

cavities. In the later and most common form, one chamber would throw a round ball while the

other produced a conical bullet with a rebated heal to facilitate seating. The small base of the

bullets contributed to the making of paper cartridges, as it provided an attachment point for the

powder cylinder.Bullets of heavier weight became common in the Civil War era, providing

longer base reductions and a better attachment point for paper cartridges. We have samples of

original Dragoon bullets weighing 240 and 246gr. Similarly shaped, one type seems to be cast

from a mould while another, with a small hollow in the base, seems to have come from the

swaging process common to the English Enfield rifled musket.It is possible to find claims that

the bullet was superior to the round ball because of increased penetration, greater target

impact, and better flight characteristics. There were also frequent claims that the bullet was

more accurate. The experts who made such claims were on solid scientific footing. They made

perfect sense, although none of them were precisely true. The round balls are usually more

accurate than 19th Century conical projectiles pretty much without regard to the design of the

bullet. This is very true of the bullets thrown from the brass decorator replica moulds of current

manufacture and those jammed into the chambers with an ill-shaped rammer. The disparity in

accuracy between optimum bullets and balls is not as great as the literature of the last century

would suggest and often shows up only in shooting from an effective rest. The iron scissors

moulds from Dixie Gun Works throw perfectly formed bullets of the original design to correct

diameter. We have been pleasantly surprised by the accuracy of these bullets. Contrary to the

available literature, they are nearly as accurate as the round balls under ordinary field shooting

conditions. The secret, if there is one, is that we cone the seating stem for an exact fit to the

bullet, assuring concentric seating. The fit of the bullet nose to the seating stem is an important

factor. The Lee cast bullets and the swaged bullets from the Buffalo Bullet Company with noses

in the same shape as the round ball often fit the unaltered modern seating stems. This allows

straight seating, and many bullet/load combinations will group nearly as tightly as round

balls.As a practical matter, there is actually little advantage to routine shooting of any of the

early pattern conical bullets. Any existing practicality for the caplocks is at least equally well

met by the very available and inexpensive lead balls. The bullets are interesting because they

were an important factor in early percussion revolver loads. We use them to explore early

shooting modalities while attempting to learn about the capabilities of the revolvers within their

historical milieu. By contrast, the experimental RamLock produces terminal energy on the

order of a .38 Special factory load from our ’61 Navy. The truncated cone nose portion cuts a

full diameter hole in paper and animate targets, and accuracy is very fine with the 110gr. and



130gr. versions of the bullet.Loaded simply with powder and ball, the best of the modern

percussion replicas provide accuracy equal to many modern revolvers. With meticulous

attention to loading and handling, the modern shooter can aspire to a high level of

reliability.SELF-CONSUMING CARTRIDGESIn the mid-19th Century, there was an increasing

interest in convenient, self-contained cartridges for revolvers. Experiments with metal foil gave

way to paper containers made self-consuming by treatment with nitrates. The principle was the

same as that employed in the nitrated paper and linen cartridges used in the Christian Sharps

breechloaders of 1848 and afterward. By the middle 1850s, Colt and others sold such revolver

cartridges in bulk. They came in sealed wooden boxes, six to a box, with individual

compartments to protect the fragile paper tubing. The shooter inserted the cartridge into the

front of the chamber, rammed it home, and then capped the revolver to make it ready for use.

The metal foil designs usually carried instructions to employ a nipple prick to open the seated

cartridge, while the combustible ones often functioned with this step omitted.From the Civil War

onward, cartridge boxes often appeared among the accoutrements of cased Colt revolvers.

Fragile as they were, they were a great convenience for troops in the field, who often had to

reload quickly under adverse conditions. Some modern shooters find the combustible

cartridges to be quite useful. They employ the mildly nitrated cigarette rolling paper or relatively

thin paper soaked in a solution of potassium nitrate. The paper is rolled into a tapered cone

around the spout of a powder flask, glued, fitted with a tapered-base bullet, charged with FFFg

or Pyrodex P, crimped, and sealed shut at the base. Such cartridges must be short enough to

fit easily into the chamber and rotate under the loading lever. The .36 caliber rounds generally

contain 15 to 18gr. of powder instead of the full load of 22 to 25gr. often used with bullet or ball.

They are necessarily less energetic than flask-thrown loads, but the mounted soldier or

wrangler might well find the trade-off in power for convenience to be very worthwhile.
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J. Keyser, “A good overview for the black powder neophyte. The first questions likely to occur to

the experienced shooter contemplating adding a replica percussion revolver to his collection

are "Do any of the makers of replicas turn out firearms of decent quality?" and "Would it be

worth all the fiddling with measuring, loading, capping and cleaning?" Cumpston and Bates

address both of these issues in sufficient depth to satisfy the reader on both issues. (Yes, there

are good quality replicas to be had, and there is, indeed, a good deal to be done in preparing a

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/mxEJo/Percussion-Revolvers-A-Guide-to-Their-History-Performance-and-Use


percussion revolver for action and keeping it functionally clean through an extended shooting

session.) Cleaning is especially an issue for those using black powder, the residues of which

are copious, corrosive and hard to remove. Fortunately, there are modern alternatives that are

less troublesome.Readers undetered by those considerations are provided a survey of the

major designs and models of cap-and-ball revolvers, detailing the good and bad characteristics

of both both the originals and their modern counterparts. Detailed information is included on

black powder and alternative loads, projectile performance and ballistics.The authors wrote

Amazon reviews for the book declaring it stillborn because of some proofreading issues--

notably repeated misspellings of the name of the Starr revolver. In fact the book is in stock on

Amazon and well worth its price, typos and all.”

A. Burchfield, “Best book I know of on the subject. .…but I'd like more information, somehow,

(the photographs are generally very good but I wouldn't mind more of them- and some

diagrams as well).Lots of history and even more test firing info and gun reviews including the

author's opinions on who makes the best powder to shoot with. The book is copyrighted 2014

but, some earlier reviews seem, to me, to indicate that they had publishing difficulties- a few

bits in the text make me think it was written as early as 2006. No matter, still the book to own if

you have any interest in the subject. It even covers the subjects of making repairs and/or

improving your revolvers function.The author's gave instructions on making paper cartridges in

their book "Percussion Pistols and Revolvers"- that information is repeated here and might

even be expanded upon a bit.Italian gunmaker Uberti gets favorable mention in the text but

their website (their name .com, no longer lists some reviewed items, still good to read just in

case you're able to buy those pieces somewhere) isn't listed in resources.Cimarron Firearms is

listed but their website is not, easy enough to "Google"… I'd guess most of the companies

have sites that can be found that way.”

Michael Morgan, “Well Worth A Read. Mike Cumpston and Johnny Bates have taken on the

task of sharing the how-tos, and what-abouts of classic 19th century arms, and they do a fine

job of it.Things start off with an overview on the loading procedure followed by a quick

discussion of the various historical bullet types with their positives and negatives laid out. Then

the authors get to the meat and potatoes.The book is sectioned into chapters covering three

historical periods to provide the reader a sense of perspective on the development of the

various handguns discussed in each chapter. The history and development of each model is

followed by a shooter's review of the pistol's ballistic performance, and disassembly

instructions.I heartily recommend this book for anyone interested in the revolvers of the true

"Old West". (That's before the Colt .45 "Peacemaker", y'all) The historical information is well

presented, and the shooting reviews give the reader an excellent feel for what these pistols

were capable of. The color photographs in this edition are a huge improvement over a prior

version published some years ago.An excellent choice for experienced shooters and

newcomers alike. You'll never watch "The Outlaw Josey Wales" or "Quigley Down Under" the

same way after reading this book.”

Nate Keith, “A nice, deeper view of classic six guns. This isn't a bad read for someone with

moderate experience with blackpowder guns and is still approachable for newcomers. As with

all ebooks I have YET read on Amazon I find the details of the application of the guns in the

real world a bit lacking for someone of experience. I also find the selling point of a practical

guide to their use in the 21st century to be misleading as this reads more like a well informed



history book with a few tips and tricks to get more than the old timers did. Maybe my

expectations are to high for the genre but I'd like to hear more real world info in today's context.

Even so, I recommend it to anyone interested in the subject matter.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Buy and Read Now. This is by far the best book I have read about cap

and ball revolvers. It gets a little technical at times but it is good that it does. The author also

gives lists of references and order houses for parts, complete guns and components for

shooting.  This is a fantastic reference manual plus a great read.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “expensive little book. A nice and informative 'little' book but over priced at

£90+”

J E Davidson, “Five Stars. Interesting read”

oldtimer, “Very good value & essential reading for any black powder revolver buffs.. An

excellent & informative book. I would recommend it to anyone interested in this period of

history, especially black powder shooters currently contemplating the purchase of a replica

revolver.”

Sandman, “Five Stars. A very good overall account of these old sidearms.”

The book by Murtaza Haider has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 65 people have provided feedback.
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